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Abstract: In the paper, we present a study devoted to the utilization of multiple-solution tasks (MSTs)
in combinatorics as a part of a pre-service teachers course on didactics of mathematics from the
view of the mathematics teachers’ specialized knowledge (MTSK) theoretical framework. The study
was carried out over the standard course of a summer semester in 2021. The course was attended
by 13 pre-service teachers (PSTs). It was carried out online, due to COVID-19 restrictions. Ten
combinatorial multiple-solution tasks were assigned to the PSTs. Analyzing pre-service teachers
solutions to these tasks, we sought the description and better understanding of the combinatorial
knowledge of the topic from the perspective of MSTK. The results revealed some critical aspects of
mathematical knowledge in combinatorics that pre-service teachers education should focus on.

Keywords: mathematics teacher education; mathematics teachers’ specialized knowledge; multiple-
solution tasks; problem solving; combinatorics
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1. Introduction

The study examines the potential of multiple-solution tasks in a pre-service teachers
course on combinatorics. Our study is motivated by the following two stimuli.

Firstly, one of the essential goals during pre-service teachers’ (PSTs’) preparation is
to improve their ability to provide relevant feedback to students. Providing feedback to
students’ solutions to tasks chosen for the lesson is one of the most common activities that
a mathematics teacher should do. During teaching, a teacher must be able to determine
immediately whether the student’s solution of the task is correct and, if not, they need
to identify where and why the problem arose. The teacher should also know which
representation of the task situation and/or which solution method is specific for the task
as well as which one is more abstract. It is important for them to identify concepts and
properties which are intertwined with the presented solution, and also how different
students’ solutions are connected with each other. Proper reaction to the students’ solutions
is influenced by such knowledge of the teacher.

The role of the teacher in creating high-quality conditions for the learning of their
students is undeniable (see [1,2]). It is known that the teacher’s content knowledge has a
major impact on students’ knowledge because it determines the teachers’ teaching and,
consequently, the learning of the students (see [3–5]). Therefore, the selection of proper
mathematical tasks for PSTs focused on developing knowledge specific for teachers is
decisive [6–8].

Secondly, combinatorics has quite a strong position in the Slovak mathematics curric-
ula [9]. The main reason is its applicability in probability and computer science. Moreover,
according to Lockwood [10], combinatorics is well established in mathematics for its rich
potential in a problem-solving context. However, students face a great deal of difficulties as
they meet nonstandard counting problems; these difficulties were documented by several
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authors (cf. [10–12]). That is why special attention to mathematics teachers’ specialized
knowledge related to combinatorics is of great importance.

Moreover, the study was inspired by experience from a final state exam in didactics of
mathematics, which is an obligatory part of the study program for pre-service teachers of
mathematics. During the exam, we assigned the following tasks to the pre-service teacher:
Student solves the following task: “The math teacher wants to choose a four-member team to
represent the class in a mathematical competition. The teacher will choose the team from six good
students. In how many different ways can he choose four students from six?” His solution is in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Exam task.

What Feedback Will You Provide to the Student?

The pre-service teacher claimed that the result is correct, but it was obtained by an
incorrect method. The PST argued that the task requires finding four-elements subset
of a six-element set. However, a few minutes before, the same PST formulated correctly
the property for binomial coefficients (n

k) = ( n
n−k). Nonetheless, she did not observe

utilization of this property in the interpretation of the correct student’s solution of the task.
This indicates a discrepancy between the knowledge of quite elementary mathematical
concepts and methods and their application and integration into the teaching process in
the classroom.

All of this was an important stimulus for further research in this area that aimed
to find out whether the discovered problem during the exam is accidental or it shows a
significant gap in the preparation of PSTs.

Mathematical knowledge for teaching combinatorics, particularly the differences
between pedagogical content knowledge and content knowledge in combinatorics of
PSTs, were explored in [13]. In this study, we reframe the research within the model of
mathematics teachers’ specialized knowledge (Carrillo et al., 2018). The model helps us
better describe the specialized content knowledge needed for teachers.

In order to describe the content knowledge in combinatorics in more depth, we use
the Lockwood model of students’ combinatorial thinking (see [10]), which is helpful to
understand students’ learning. Lockwood analyzed the proposed model from the point of
view of students’ thinking. We use it to explore PSTs’ combinatorial content knowledge.

In addition, we use MSTs to explore understanding of mathematical activity of PSTs
when solving a combinatorial problem. In connection with PSTs education, MSTs are
studied in relation to the development of PSTs’ problem-solving competences (see [14]).
The ways in which teachers implement MSTs in their lessons were explored in [15]. How-
ever, research on the use of MSTs in teacher training in combinatorial context has not been
published yet.

2. Theoretical Background

In this section, we provide an overview of the sources concerning our motivation that
was conducted in the introduction.

2.1. Mathematics Teacher’s Specialized Knowledge

Several conceptualizations of teachers’ knowledge were developed in the last two
decades, such as the Knowledge Quartet [4], Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching [16],
and Mathematics Teacher Specialized Knowledge [17]. All of them are aimed at a deeper
understanding of different parts of a teacher’s knowledge.
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In the paper, we use the model Mathematics Teacher Specialized Knowledge (MTSK)
since it considers specialization as a general feature of mathematics teachers’ knowledge.
This model focuses on mathematics teachers’ specific knowledge with respect to teaching
the subject and eliminates references to common content knowledge shared with other
users of mathematics. According to Scheiner et al. [18] (p. 160), “mathematics teachers
need to know subject matter in a qualitatively different way than other practitioners of
mathematics (mathematicians, physicists, engineers, among others), and they need to hold
a qualitatively different kind of knowledge than teachers of other subjects (physics teachers,
biology teachers, history teachers, among others)”.

The model MTSK has two parts: mathematical knowledge and pedagogical content
knowledge (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. The mathematics teacher’s specialized knowledge model (adapted from [17] (p. 241)).

Both parts of the model are divided into three subdomains. The mathematical knowl-
edge part is divided into the following subdomains:

• Knowledge of topic (KoT)—includes mathematical content, such as knowledge of
definitions, properties and their foundations, procedures, phenomenology and appli-
cations, and representation systems.

• Knowledge of the structure of mathematics (KSM)—integrates connections between
mathematical topics, e.g., connections between definitions and properties from differ-
ent topics that help to solve the same problem in different ways.

• Knowledge of practices in mathematics (KPM)—contains knowledge in mathematics,
which enables the teacher to explore and create new knowledge [19], to emphasize
characteristics of mathematics as a scientific discipline and the difference between
mathematics per se and mathematics in the school.

According to Carrillo et al. [17] (p. 246), the pedagogical content knowledge part is
related to mathematics itself. It is not the intersection between mathematical and general
pedagogical knowledge, but it is a specific type of knowledge of pedagogy which derives
chiefly from mathematics. The part of pedagogical content knowledge consists of the
following three subdomains:

• Knowledge of mathematics teaching (KMT)—concerns the selection of tasks, activities
and teaching methods for a lesson, for example, with regard to the emergence of
possible misconceptions. It also includes knowledge of how to assess students and,
according to the situation, deciding how to continue with the teaching process. Part
of this knowledge comprises information on teaching materials, resources and digital
tools that can be used for specific mathematical content to facilitate student learning.

• Knowledge of features of learning mathematics (KFLM)—includes understanding of
the cognitive process that students must go through in order to understand mathemat-
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ical concepts, their properties and problem solving methods. Moreover, it includes
knowledge about the reasons for students’ difficulties and knowledge about what and
how could help them in taking over the subject matter.

• Knowledge of mathematics learning standards (KMLS)—emphasizes the importance
of the teacher being aware of the country curriculum and other sources, which
might include, for example, nonofficial curriculum documents and other materi-
als, which enable the teacher to be critical and reflective in considering what the
student should learn.

The central position in the MTSK model is reserved for teachers’ beliefs on mathemat-
ics and on mathematics teaching and learning because they are assumed to interact with
other parts of the model (e.g., [17,20]).

The MTSK model helps us to understand deeper the mathematical knowledge of
PSTs. We want to characterize what PSTs know about the content that he/she will teach.
Therefore, in this study we essentially deal with the subdomain, knowledge of topics (KoT).
This subdomain comprises teachers’ knowledge of mathematics content, which have to be
deeper than the knowledge that students should attain. Teachers have to know not only
the solutions for tasks that their students are supposed to solve, but they also should be
able to support their students’ understanding, for example, being able to quickly respond
to various students’ solutions (correct or not).

According to Carrillo et al. [17], the subdomain KoT of the MTSK comprises four
subcategories: knowledge of definitions of concepts, their properties and foundations;
procedures; phenomenology; and representation systems linked with a concrete topic.

Definitions, properties and their foundations
This subcategory includes knowledge of definitions, properties and their foundations

together with connections between them. The teacher, who is aware of these connections,
is able to solve the same problem in several ways, using different concepts and/or different
properties of the concept from the topic. In the context of combinatorics in the Slovak
curriculum, it comprises, for example, the concepts of permutations, arrangement with
repetition and without repetitions, combinations, factorial, binomial coefficient, properties
such as (n

k) = ( n
n−k), formulas for counting different combinatorial operations, connections

between arrangement without repetition and combinations, etc.

Phenomenology and its applications
This subcategory involves a connection of the topic to the real context and to the

mathematical content itself. In combinatorics, it includes, for example, different contexts in
which particular combinatorial concept could emerge and different combinatorial interpre-
tations of the same situation, e.g., n!

k!(n−k)! could be interpreted as combinations without
repetitions or permutations with repetitions.

Mathematical procedures
This part of the KoT includes knowledge of how to do something, when the procedure

could be used and why it works, e.g., which combinatorial principle is appropriate to solve
the particular combinatorial problem. The subcategory contains appraisal of generality
and/or effectivity of the used procedure too.

Representation systems
In connection with combinatorics, the chosen representation depends very often on the

particular context of a task. The chosen representation may play a key role in discovering
the same mathematical model for several combinatorial problems.

For example, in Figure 3a, there is representation using a specific combinatorial
structure—complete graph for the solution to the task: “How many handshakes will take
place at a meeting of five people if each person shakes hands with every other person
once?” which shows that the task is analogous to the task: “There are five points on a sheet
such that no three are collinear. What is the number of lines that one can obtain by joining
these in pairs?” On the other hand, the representation in Figure 3b in terms of tree graphs
can help to uncover the recurrence relation h(n) = h(n − 1) + n − 1.
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(a) Complete graph (b) Tree graph

Figure 3. Different representations for the handshaking task.

2.2. Problem Solving and Multiple-Solution Tasks

Problem solving is a necessary part of teaching mathematics. Several authors
(e.g., [14,21,22]) wrote that solving challenging, uncommon problems requires mathemat-
ical knowledge that promote the development of abilities, such as understanding of the
problem, creating connections between the new problem and problems solved in the past,
use of multiple representations in solving the problems, recognizing similarities in the
structure of different problems, awareness of the beauty of the problem and its solutions.
Problem solving is also considered a means for the development of connected and robust
mathematical knowledge. In this way, solving a problem develops deeper understanding
of the studied mathematical concept or of the solving process, which leads to construction
of content knowledge [23,24]. Consistent with [8,25,26] we consider mathematical problem
solving to be an essential component of PST education.

Since the nature of mathematics teacher’s knowledge is specific, mathematics teacher
educators are constantly searching appropriate problems and tasks that are valuable in
the professional development of mathematics teachers [8,15,27,28]. The tasks designed
for teachers should encourage them to examine different situations in order to perceive
the mathematical complexity on the one hand and sensitivity to students on the other
hand [7,8,15], which means that they are valuable from a mathematical and pedagogical
point of view.

Multiple sources, e.g., [14,25,29], consider that solving problems in different ways is
an appropriate tool for developing mathematical knowledge and constructing the web
of mathematical ideas and compatible ways of thinking, which are necessary for good
mathematics teachers (see [8]). Multiple-solution tasks (MSTs) turned out to be an effec-
tive instructional tool to advance teachers’ knowledge of the topic, to stimulate teachers’
knowledge about students’ learning and to provide opportunities to learn more about
mathematics and its nature (see [15]). MSTs provide teachers with opportunities to ex-
tend and connect their mathematical and pedagogical understandings to create “new”
knowledge [8]. According to Leikin and Lev [30], MSTs can be used for different research
purposes, e.g., for the evaluation of students’ (teachers’) mathematical creativity (especially
their fluency, flexibility and originality), for the analysis of their mathematical understand-
ing. In our study, we use MSTs to find the level of PSTs’ KoT and to explore possibilities
for its development. Additionally, we search for more solutions to the task forces PSTs
to think outside the box and to use concepts, properties and methods in which they may
lack practice.

2.3. Combinatorics in PSTs Education

Combinatorics has rich potential in a problem solving context [11,29,31,32], and moreover,
it has applications in various areas, e.g., probability and computer science. Lebowitz
in [33] emphasize that problems from discrete mathematics (in the Slovak mathematics
curriculum [9] represented mainly by combinatorial problems) do not require specific
input knowledge and can be solved with students of several ages. Many problems have
various accessible solution methods and have no exactly established technical terms and
symbolism, which allow a solver to be free in the selection of the representation. As
stated by Hart in [34], such problems have a significant pedagogical power, and they allow
achieving valuable goals in teaching mathematics.
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On the other hand, consistent with [10–13,35], combinatorial problems are difficult
for students at various levels. In particular, if the context of a combinatorial situation is
nonstandard, it is quite common that high achievers in mathematics do not solve a problem
correctly (see [10]).

Lockwood [10] created a model of students’ combinatorial thinking to conceptualize
the solving of combinatorial tasks and, consequently, help students to develop combina-
torial thinking so as to achieve success when solving combinatorial tasks (see Figure 4).
The Lockwood model highlights the importance of developing the relationships between
sets of outcomes (the collection of objects being counted), counting processes (enumeration
process or series of processes in which a counter engages as they solve a problem), and for-
mulas/expressions (see [10] for more detailed explanation of the notions). She states that
“for a given counting problem, a student may work with one or more of these components
and may explicitly or implicitly coordinate them” [10] (p. 253).

Figure 4. Model of students’ combinatorial thinking (adapted from [10]).

The components of the Lockwood model and connections between the components
describe intra-conceptual connections within the topic. With respect to the model MTSK,
they belong to the subdomain KoT part of the subcategory definitions, properties and their
foundations (see [17]).

3. Procedure, Participants, Tasks and Research Question

The study was carried out during the summer semester of 2021 in a course for pre-
service mathematics teachers in their third year of training. It was aimed at solving school
problems from a particular part of the Slovak mathematical curriculum content called
combinatorics, probability and statistics. The course is a part of the bachelor program for
pre-service mathematics teachers at the Faculty of Science of Pavol Jozef Šafárik University
in Košice, Slovakia. The program has a standard study period of three years and is
focused on mathematical knowledge for teachers. Pedagogical content knowledge for
mathematical teachers and general pedagogy and psychology mostly comprise the content
of the corresponding master program.

The participants of the course were 13 pre-service teachers (10 females and 3 males).
All participants had completed several mathematics courses (e.g., geometry, algebra, calcu-
lus). Moreover, students had taken the discrete mathematics course, part of which is aimed
at combinatorics. During this course, they studied combinatorial concepts, methods and
principles, counting techniques, e.g., the inclusion–exclusion principle and basic combina-
torial theorems, such as binomial theorem. PSTs also met a few different contexts in which
combinatorial problems can emerge.

The course was carried out online due to COVID-19 restrictions. We used the MS
Teams platform for our online sessions. PSTs handed in their homework, using the Assign-
ments feature. The solutions of the tasks given in the session were shared with us using
Class Notebook implemented in MS Teams. This allowed us to see the PSTs’ work during
the session. PSTs in most of the cases made a photo of their solution and shared it with us.
Afterwards, we chose a representative sample of different PSTs’ solutions, which created a
collective solution space. We shared the sample with the PSTs, and a group discussion fol-
lowed. In order to better organize the whole group online discussion and create conditions
for involving as many PSTs as possible, we decided to use Class Notebook implemented in
MS Teams and its Collaboration Space during the discussion. Using this feature allowed
every PST to pose his/her question, write a comment, opinion, etc., anonymously, and all
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participants saw each other’s contributions. After these contributions were written, we
started to discuss verbally. Part of the Collaboration Space with contributions of four PSTs
is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Part of Collaboration Space with contributions of four PSTs.

In this study, we analyze written PSTs’ solutions of MSTs, which they solved through-
out four problem-solving sessions (2 h each) over four weeks. Our goal is to describe
mathematical knowledge of PSTs from the MTSK perspective in the context of combina-
torics. The PSTs agreed to their participation in the research. They were informed that their
solution would be anonymized before analysis for research purposes.

We assigned 10 MSTs (see Tables 1 and 2) to the PSTs. Two MSTs (1.1 Handshaking
and 1.2 Glasses) were solved during the first session, while the other three tasks (2.1 Balls,
2.2 Children, 2.3 Cars) were assigned at the end of the first session as homework. The solu-
tions to these tasks were discussed during the second session.

Table 1. Combinatorial MSTs for Sessions 1 and 2.

1.1—Handshaking
Mike meets four colleagues: Martin, Milo, Michael and Matthew. Each of them shakes hands with
every other colleague once. How many handshakes take place?
1.2—Glasses
John places 6 cups in a row on the table. Four cups are from one set and two are from another
(cups from one set look the same). How many different possibilities to arrange the cups in a row
does John have?

2.1—Balls [11]
In an urn, there are three marbles each numbered with a digit: 2, 4 or 7. We extract a marble from
the urn and note down its number. Without replacing the first marble, we extract another one and
note down its number. Finally, we extract the last marble from the urn. How many three-digit
numbers can we obtain with this method? For example, we could obtain the number 724.
2.2—Children [11]
Four children—Alice, Bert, Carol and Diana—go to spend the night at their grandmother’s home.
She has two different rooms available (one on the ground floor and another upstairs) in which she
could place all or some of the children to sleep. In how many different ways can the grandmother
place the children in the two different rooms? For example, she could use only one room to place
the children, or she could place Alice, Bert and Carol in the ground floor room and Diana in the
upstairs room.
2.3—Cars [11]
Adam has four different colored cars (black, orange, white and grey). He decides to distribute the
cars to his friends, Kyle, Luke and Noah. In how many different ways can he distribute the cars?
For example, he could give all the cars to Luke.
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Table 2. Combinatorial MSTs for Sessions 3 and 4.

3.1—Team
The math teacher wants to choose a four-member team to represent the class in the mathematical
competition. He will choose the team from six good students. In how many different ways he can
choose four students from six?
3.2—Paths
Determine by how many ways we can get from point A to point B in the square grid in the figure
if we follow only the lines of the grid, and we are allowed to go only to the right and up (i.e., we
are not allowed to go to the left or down).

3.3—Hockey
Hockey match between Finland and Germany finished 5:2. How many different ways can the
course of the match have?

4.1—Staircase [36]
Suppose that a staircase comprises 10 steps and that you can climb the steps one or two steps at a
time. In how many different ways can you climb these 10 steps?
4.2—Blocks [36]
You have 2-by-10 rectangular frame (see the figure below) as well as 10 rectangular blocks, each
having the dimensions 2 by 1. Your task is to fill the frame with the 10 blocks so that no blocks
overlap and the frame is entirely filled. In how many different ways can you arrange the 10
blocks?

During the second session, the PSTs started solving the next three MSTs (3.1 Team,
3.2 Paths, 3.3 Hockey), but due to lack of time, only the solution to the first task (3.1 Team)
out of these three MSTs was discussed. During the third session, we discussed solutions
to the remaining two tasks (3.2 Paths, 3.3 Hockey), which the PSTs finished as homework.
At the end of the third session, we assigned the last two MSTs (4.1 Staircase, 4.2 Blocks).
The solutions to these tasks were discussed during the fourth session. Numbers assigned
to the tasks indicate during which session we discussed the PSTs’ solutions and the order
of the task at the session.

The tasks were formulated in different real contexts. Five tasks (1.1 Handshaking,
1.2 Glasses, 3.1 Team, 3.2 Paths, and 3.3 Hockey) can be solved using binomial coefficients
(using either combination without repetition or permutation with repetition), and three
tasks (2.1 Balls, 2.2 Children, 2.3 Cars) can be solved using arrangement with repetition.
The choice of tasks (2.1 Balls, 2.2 Children and 2.3 Cars) was motivated by Dubois’ concept
of the implicit combinatorial model (see [37]), which emphasizes that combinatorial prob-
lems may be classified by different models (selection, partition, distribution) according to
the context in which the problem is formulated. Batanero et al. in [11] (p. 196) wrote that
“implicit combinatorial model was identified as a didactic variable which shows strong
effect on both the problem difficulty and the type of error, e.g., they noticed that some
pupils who could apply the definition of the combinatorial operation for the selection
model were not able to transfer this definition when changing the problem to a different
combinatorial model (partition, distribution)”.

Out of 10 listed MSTs, 4 were standard combinatorial tasks (1.1 Handshaking, 1.2 Glasses,
2.1 Balls and 3.1 Team). The other six combinatorial tasks were nonstandard (2.2 Children,
2.3 Cars, 3.2 Paths, 3.3 Cars, 4.1 Staircase and 4.2 Blocks). We consider a standard combi-
natorial task to be a task that is possible to solve using one combinatorial operation. This
combinatorial operation can be easily identified directly from the context of the task with-
out any reformulation. According to Dubois’ concept of the implicit combinatorial model
(see [37]), it usually belongs to the selection model (a set of m objects, from which a sample of
n elements is drawn). Such tasks are most common in Slovak textbooks, and teachers prefer
them in their lessons (see [38]). Other tasks, we consider to be nonstandard.
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Each of first eight tasks can be solved involving only one combinatorial operation.
The solution of last two tasks (4.1 Staircase, 4.2 Blocks) are more complex combinatorial
tasks involving more combinatorial operations. Both tasks lead to the same mathematical
model and the same numerical solution.

The written PSTs’ work from the sessions was collected and analyzed with respect to
the results of the whole group’s discussion. We created collective solution space (CSS) for
each MST. According to Leikin and Lev [30], CSS is a set of different solutions produced by a
group of individuals—in our case, it was group of 13 PSTs. Consistent with [30] (p. 185), the
solutions are considered different “if they are based on: different representations of some
mathematical concepts involved in the task, different properties (definitions or theorems)
of mathematical objects within a particular field, or different properties of a mathematical
object in different fields”.

The analysis of PSTs’ written solutions is aimed at the subdomain KoT of the MTSK
model to address the following research question: what KoT in the area of combinatorics is
exhibited by PSTs when solving MSTs?

4. Data Analysis

Our research has a qualitative design. It presents the case study about the knowledge
in combinatorics that PSTs demonstrated during solving 10 MSTs. We obtained two
different types of data: PSTs’ solution of the 10 MSTs and notes written (inserted) in the
Class Notebook Collaboration Space before the whole group discussion. We used semantic
analysis of problem solving strategies used by the PSTs’ solutions. Firstly, the solution
strategies were categorized according to the components of the Lockwood model as a
set of outcomes, counting principle and formula. The Table 3 contains the outcome of
this categorization.

Secondly, each of the categories—set of outcomes, counting process and formula—was
divided into subcategories. The division was created according to differences between
solutions, following [15] (the used representation and/or properties of the mathematical
object). In such a way, we created CSS for each task. Table 4 shows the size of CSS for each
MSTs used in the study.

Table 3. Categorization of written solution according to the Lockwood model.

Set of Outcomes Counting Process Formula

1.1 Handshaking 4 8 6
1.2 Glasses 3 3 6
2.1 Balls 6 15 4
2.2 Children 8 16 0
2.3 Cars 6 20 1
3.1 Team 2 1 12
3.2 Paths 12 5 7
3.3 Hockey 7 2 9
4.1 Staircase 7 18 1
4.2 Blocks 7 17 1

Table 4. Size of CSS.

Number of Solutions 0 1 2 3 4 |CSS|

1.1 Handshaking 4 2 6 0 1 6
1.2 Glasses 5 5 2 1 0 4
2.1 Balls 0 2 10 1 0 6
2.2 Children 1 0 12 0 0 8 + 2
2.3 Cars 0 1 11 0 1 7
3.1 Team 1 10 1 1 0 3
3.2 Paths 1 3 6 3 0 9
3.3 Hockey 3 4 4 2 0 8
4.1 Staircase 0 3 7 3 0 9
4.2 Blocks 0 4 6 3 0 9
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We can see from the Table 4 that the CSS have a bigger size if the task is nonstandard
(from 7 to 10 different solutions). For the task 2.2 Children, 10 different solutions were
created, although 2 of them were produced after the discussion. Figures 6–8 demonstrate
these 10 solutions. Four solutions in Figure 6 used a set of outcomes to derive these
solutions.

(a) Set of outcomes—systematic listing (b) Set of outcomes—systematic
listing—coding only one room

(c) Set of outcomes—systematic listing—
table representation

(d) Set of outcomes—systematic
listing—assigning rooms to children

Figure 6. CSS for the MSTs 2.2 Children—Set of outcomes.

Another four solutions used counting process (see Figure 7).

(a) Counting process—addition principle (b) Counting process—multiplication
principle

(c) Counting process—multiplication
and addition principle

(d) Counting process—pictorial repre-
sentation

Figure 7. CSS for the MSTs 2.2 Children—Counting process.

The last two examples of solutions from CSS apply formula (see Figure 8).
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(a) Formula—arrangement with repetition (b) Formula—combinations and addi-
tion principle

Figure 8. CSS for the MSTs 2.2 Children—Formula.

The solutions created by the PSTs after the discussion are highlighted in blue.
Aiming to answer the research question, we suggested indicators for subcategories

of combinatorial KoT. The indicators (see Table 5) were proposed, consistent with [39],
according to experience from previous semesters, which was led by the author.

Table 5. Categories and indicators of combinatorial knowledge of topics.

KoT Indicators
Subcategory

Definitions, properties and their foundations KoT-C-DP-1 Knowledge of definitions (permutations,
permutations with repetition, arrangements with and without
repetition, combinations, factorial, binomial coefficient)
KoT-C-DP-2: Knowledge of combinatorial principles
(addition and multiplication principle)
KoT-C-DP-3: Knowledge of notation for arrangements,
permutations and combinations
KoT-C-DP-4: Knowledge of properties of binomial
coefficients and factorials, e.g., (n

k) = ( n
n−k)

KoT-C-DP-5: Knowledge of connections between set of
outcomes, counting principles and formulas (components of
Lockwood model)

Phenomenology and its applications KoT-C-PH-1: Knowledge of different meanings of
combinatorial expression, e.g., expression (n

k) can be
interpreted as binomial coefficient, number of k-elements
subset of n-element set, number which equals to n!

(n−k)!k! , etc.
KoT-C-PH-2: Knowledge about different contexts in which
combinatorial operation can arise

Mathematical procedures KoT-C-MP-1: Knowledge of method for creating set of
outcomes systematically, e.g., using tree graphs
KoT-C-MP-2: Knowledge of method for calculation of
combinatorial expressions (with binomial coefficients,
factorials, etc.)

Representation systems KoT-C-RS-1: Knowledge of different types of representations
(pictorial, verbal, graphical, symbolic)
KoT-C-RS-2: Knowledge of connections between different
types of representations and combinatorial operations

Thirdly, we analyzed the PSTs’ solutions and notes written (inserted) in the Class
Notebook Collaboration Space, according to the KoT subcategories and indicators in
Table 5.

5. Results

In this section, the presence of evidence of PSTs’ knowledge of topic is discussed. PSTs’
written solutions are analyzed, following the indicators of subcategories of KoT described
in Table 5.

Definitions, properties and their foundations
Each of the 13 PSTs have revealed KoT-C-DP-1, 2 and 3 in their written solution. They

correctly utilized concepts, such as permutations, permutations with repetition, arrange-
ments with and without repetition, combinations, factorial and binomial coefficients, and
used correct formulas to calculate them. Combinatorial principles and notation were used
properly in the solutions too.

On the other hand, the data revealed difficulties in the indicator knowledge of properties
of binomial coefficients (KoT-C-DP-4). The written solution of the task 2.2 Children and the
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following discussion showed that no PST perceived the relation (n
0) + (n

1) + · · ·+ (n
n) = 2n,

and in the task 3.1 Team, nobody used the property (n
k) = ( n

n−k). The PSTs have already
encountered such formulas several times during the discrete mathematics course. After the
whole group discussion about the solutions of the task 3.1 Team, the property (n

k) = ( n
n−k)

appeared in the solutions of task 3.2 in the work of three PSTs and in the solutions of task
3.3 Hockey in the work of one PST (see Figure 9). This experience shows that, although PSTs
know the formulas for binomial coefficients, which result from the Pascal triangle, it is not
natural for them to use these formulas to solve a combinatorial task.

(a) 3.2 Paths (b) 3.3 Hockey

Figure 9. Using the relation (n
k) = ( n

n−k) in the solutions of tasks.

The PSTs have also demonstrated gaps in the indicator KoT-C-DP-5—knowledge of
connections between the set of outcomes, counting principles and formulas (components
of the Lockwood model). No PST identified that the combinatorial operation suitable for
the solution of task 2.2 Children is arrangement with repetition. During discussion, they
argued in the way that “Children are different and rooms are different. In this situation
no repetition is present, and therefore in such a case it is not possible to apply the known
formula for arrangements with repetitions”. Consequently, the PSTs were asked to choose
the set of outcomes from the examples presented on the whiteboard or to create new
ones, which corresponds to their counting process (see Figure 7b. After approximately
10 minutes, four new sets of outcomes emerged; one of them is shown in Figure 6d.
Afterwards, the formula V4(2) = 24 (Slovak notation for arrangements with repetition)
appeared with the explanation that we create a 4-tuple from 2 elements—arrangement
with repetition (room on the ground floor and upstairs)—in the notes of one PST.

The gaps in the knowledge of connections between components of the Lockwood
model were also shown in the solution of task 2.3 Cars. Five PSTs wrote the correct
expression 34; however, nobody explained how we can obtain this expression from the
set of outcomes. Only one PST mentioned in the solution that the result of the task is an
arrangement with repetition.

As for task 3.2 Paths, six PSTs solved it in one way—using the set of outcomes. Five
PSTs identified the correct combinatorial operation intertwined with the set of outcomes
and/or with the counting process. These PSTs also explained how this operation is con-
nected with the set of outcomes and counting process. Two PSTs used other methods
of solution. They filled the number of possible paths to each vertex of square grid (see
Figure 10). Unfortunately, they did not recognize that this representation is intertwined
with the Pascal triangle and its property: (n

k) = (n−1
k−1) + (n−1

k ).
Seven PSTs used a correct combinatorial operation to solve the task 3.3 Hockey. Nev-

ertheless, only two of them described the set of outcomes which leads to this combinatorial
operation. One of them created six possibilities for the first goal of Germany and then for
each of these six possibilities, found the position for the second goal of Germany. This
representation leads to the expression 6 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 1, which was correctly identified
as (7

2). Another PST created 6-tuples from two letters F (Finland) and N (Germany, in Slovak
language “Nemecko”) and consequently obtained possibilities FFFFFNN, FFFFNFN, etc.
In this representation, each 6-tuple represents who scored which goal.
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Figure 10. Part of Pascal triangle in the solution of task 3.2 Paths.

After three sessions, we assigned tasks 4.1 and 4.2 to the PSTs. Seven PSTs out of
thirteen connected the set of outcomes, counting process and formula each other (4 of them
explained only the idea of how to obtain the complete set of outcomes).

PHENOMENOLOGY AND ITS APPLICATIONS

In the context of task 3.3 Hockey, we describe the knowledge of different meanings of
combinatorial expression (KoT-C-PH-2) demonstrated by the PSTs. The solution of this
task leads to the expression (7

2). The PSTs identified the following four different ways to
derive this solution:

1. Having 7 places for goals, we choose 2 places out of 7 to be the goal of Finland
(3 PSTs);

2. Having 7 places for goals, we choose 5 places out of 7 to be the goal of Germany and
then realize that the expression (7

5) = (7
2) (1 PST);

3. Creating 7-letter arrangements from 5 letters F and 2 letters N, which leads to the ex-
pression 7!

2!·5! , which equals to (7
2) (2 PSTs, the connection with the binomial coefficient

was formulated during the discussion);
4. deriving the expression 6 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 1 which is equal to (7

2) (1 PST).

Unfortunately, only 1 PST worked with two different meanings (items 1 and 2). Others
who arrived to the combinatorial expression (7

2), worked with one isolated meaning, which
they discovered in their solutions.

The ability to identify different contexts in which combinatorial operation can arise
(KoT-C-PH-2) was not demonstrated in the solutions of first eight MSTs, except for two
cases. In the written solution of task 2.3 Cars, one PST wrote that: “the task is analogical
to the task how many n-digit numbers we can create from m digits, which can repeat”.
No other references to the same combinatorial operation were identified among the tasks
2.1 Balls, 2.2 Children and 2.3 Cars. As for the tasks 3.1 Team, 3.2 Paths and 3.3 Hockey,
12 PSTs used different representation system for the solution of each of these tasks. This
showed they did not see the analogy between the tasks. In the discussion, they realized
that “the tasks 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 use the same combinatorial operation”. A solution of one
PST that showed the analogy of task 3.3 with task 3.2 using the same representation is in
Figure 11.

The PSTs were asked to find as many solutions as they could. However, except for
one PST, they did not identify analogies between the tasks during the first three sessions
before we started to discuss the solutions in the CSS. This was improved when solving
tasks 4.1 and 4.2. Nine PSTs identified that the tasks are basically the same. Moreover, they
associated the result of these tasks with the Fibonacci sequence. This can be interpreted as
progress compared to the solutions of the previous tasks, but of course, further research
needs to be carried out on that.
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Figure 11. Analogy between task 3.2 and 3.3.

Mathematical procedures
Mathematical procedures tied with combinatorics do not need special input knowl-

edge or handling complex concepts. Each PST in our group exhibited knowledge of method
for creating set of outcomes systematically (KoT-C-MP-1). In order to create the set of out-
comes systematically, they organized the outcomes using tables, tree-diagrams or dividing
the set of all outcomes into disjoint sets. The PSTs also showed knowledge of method for
calculation of combinatorial expressions (KoT-C-MP-2).

Representation systems
For task 2.2 Children, 12 PSTs used at least two different representations. This shows

that the PSTs were aware of different possibilities for representing a situation in combinato-
rial tasks (KoT-C-RS-1). The most common representation used by the PSTs in solutions of
different tasks was tree diagram (used by 10 PSTs at least once). This representation helped
them to organize set of outcomes or to divide all possibilities into disjoint subsets.

Representations which the PSTs used for standard combinatorial tasks (1.1 Handshak-
ing, 1.2 Glasses, 2.1 Balls and 3.1 Team) were mostly common. In most cases, the PSTs
described verbally why they chose the combinatorial operation, sometimes supplemented
by the set of outcomes, the rest just wrote the formula without an explanation (three PSTs
for task 1.2 and four PSTs for task 3.1). It seems that standard tasks were not challenging
for the PSTs to look for more solutions, which is in agreement with [14].

The choice of representation for the nonstandard tasks (2.2 Children, 2.3 Cars, 3.2 Paths,
3.3 Hockey, 4.1 Staircase and 4.2 Blocks) showed strong dependency on the context of the
task. In Figure 12, we can see how context influenced the choice of the PST’s represen-
tation used for the tasks 3.2 Paths and 3.3 Hockey. Although both tasks can be solved
using one combinatorial operation (combinations or permutations with repetition), the
chosen representation prevents the PST from discovering this analogy. Without the whole-
group discussion on CSS, this analogy would stay undiscovered and the intra-conceptual
connection would not be achieved.

(a) 3.2 Paths (b) 3.3 Hockey

Figure 12. Representation depends on the context of the task.
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Knowledge of connections between different types of representations and combina-
torial operations (KoT-C-RS-2) was explicitly demonstrated in one PST’s solution of task
3.2 Paths. Figure 13 shows three solutions with the gradual refinement of representation.
From the third set of outcomes, the connection with the combinatorial operation (permu-
tations with repetition or combinations) is easy to see. Such gradual switching from one
representation to more abstract one has a significant pedagogical power.

(a) Dependency on the context (b) Less dependency on the context

(c) Independence on the context

Figure 13. Refinement of the representation system for task 3.2 Paths.

Seven PSTs’ solution of the tasks 4.1 and 4.2 exemplified in their solutions the transi-
tion from the representation related to the context (staircase and blocks) to arrangement
of numbers 1 and 2 that sum to 10. This transition is valuable from the pedagogical point
of view because it is one possible way for teachers to help students discover more ab-
stract methods to solve the problem (counting process, formula) and, therefore, shift their
combinatorial thinking.

6. Conclusions

The study presents the utilization of multiple-solution tasks in combinatorics as a
part of the pre-service teachers course on didactics of mathematics in the view of the
Mathematics Teachers’ Specialized Knowledge (MTSK) theoretical framework.

Our findings showed a considerable gap in the development of PSTs’ KoT in combina-
torics. Although the PSTs have already completed their preparation regarding fundamental
mathematical knowledge in combinatorics, we uncovered gaps in the ability to apply
elementary properties of binomial coefficients during solution of combinatorial tasks and
the ability to identify connections between components of the Lockwood model (set of out-
comes, counting principles and formulas). This knowledge belongs to the subcategory of
KoT—knowledge of definitions, properties and their foundations. Our findings show that
expected intra-conceptual connections were not established in the awaiting way and level.

The ability to interpret a combinatorial expression in different ways was also poorly
demonstrated as well as the capability to see and apply the same combinatorial operation
in different contexts (subcategory phenomenology and its applications).

We have demonstrated that the PSTs’ problem-solving ability was partially improved
during the four sessions. The PSTs started connecting combinatorial tasks with various
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concepts and properties and demonstrated that their knowledge had become more inter-
connected. The use of MSTs stimulated PSTs for seeing relationships between different
representations, different contexts and concepts and their properties. The whole group
analysis of the solutions from CSS induced PSTs to perceive the level of their own under-
standing of notions, concepts, various representations and interpretations, which motivated
them to work on themselves. These findings have led us to the conclusion that using
MSTs, followed by a discussion concerning CSS created by the PSTs, forms settings for
development (at least partly) of PSTs’ combinatorial knowledge and skills, which are essen-
tial for their subsequent work in the classroom. The PSTs began to be interested in solving
combinatorial tasks in different ways and in this way, they developed their flexibility, which
is very important for improving their ability to supervise a mathematical discussion during
their lessons aimed to combinatorics. Additionally, MSTs were a useful tool to find out
whether PSTs have a conceptual understanding of the combinatorial concepts and their
properties and consequently to find out which subcategory of combinatorial KoT was not
sufficiently developed.

The Lockwood model of students’ combinatorial thinking provided us with the lan-
guage to characterize useful components and relationships involved in the solving of
combinatorial tasks, and helped us to identify missing intra-conceptual connections and
particular reasons behind PSTs’ struggles. Consequently, it helped us take the whole
group discussions to problematic points and to improve PSTs’ understanding, particular
combinatorial knowledge and skills. Moreover, our research showed the importance of
relationships between two components of Lockwood model—formulas and the set of out-
comes. Lockwood in [10] stated that the relationship between these components is possibly
only a theoretical aspect of the model. Our study showed that from the pedagogical point
of view, awareness of this relationship is important for PSTs to see connections between
abstract solution (using formula) and a solution using set of outcomes (which is popular
among most students).

MTSK conceptualization and identification of PSTs’ KoT indicators helped us to gain
a deeper understanding of the teacher content knowledge in combinatorics. Our outcomes
emphasize the necessity of a modification of focus in teacher training with stress on building
connections as it is claimed by Thompson et al. in [8] (p. 417): “If a teacher’s conceptual
structures comprise disconnected facts and procedures, their instruction is likely to focus
on disconnected facts and procedures. In contrast, if a teacher’s conceptual structures
comprise a web of mathematical ideas and compatible ways of thinking, it will at least be
possible that she attempts to develop these same conceptual structures in her students. We
believe that it is mathematical understandings of the latter type that serve as a necessary
condition for teachers to teach for students’ high-quality understanding.”

The study can be seen also as a contribution to developing a deeper and broader
understanding of teachers’ knowledge taught to PSTs, as it is required in [39]. This study
contributes to this within the topic of combinatorics.

The results of our study provide us with helpful facts for further discussion concern-
ing a reform of the bachelor program course aimed at the development of fundamental
mathematical knowledge in combinatorics. Moreover, they provide us with arguments
for the implementation of new approaches in courses focusing on the improvement of
classroom competencies of PSTs.

The limitation of the study is a result of the relatively small sample size. The results in
the other group of pre-service teachers may differ. Therefore, future research should include
a larger sample size to conclude more generalizable data. Regardless of this limitation,
we believe that this study will encourage other researchers in further research of KoT in
combinatorics. The research also generated stimuli for focusing on other subdomains of the
model MTSK in a combinatorial context too. MSTs seems to be a useful tool for developing
knowledge in the subdomains KFLM and KMT of the model MTSK.
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